This beautiful, Chrome Plated 3 Valve
Euphonium comes complete with a
FREE mouthpiece and a beautiful FREE
soft carrying case made of imitation
leather. The function of the 4th Valve
is to alter the key from Bb to F. This is a
compensating horn. $260
This elegant, Silvered Alto Saxophone
comes complete with a mouthpiece
and a beautiful soft carrying case
made of imitation leather!! This Sax is
manufactured in India and is made of
fine quality brass with chrome plating
giving it a highly polished silvered
finish. $325

This elegant, beautiful Cornet Trumpet
comes complete with mouthpiece and
hard case. It is made of fine quality brass
with chrome (not cheap nickel) plating
giving it a highly polished silver look.
$175
This Bb Student trumpet is made of
fine quality brass, with chrome plating,
giving it a highly polished silver finish.
Also available in brass finish! It comes
complete with a 7C mouthpiece and a
beautiful & expensive hard case unlike
cheap hard cases which come with most
other trumpets. It has two spit valves.
$149
If you are looking for an Intermediate/
Pro trumpet with first and third valve
adjustable slides, then you should
look at our Advanced trumpet instead
(item no. IMI - HR - 07). Baader Music
trumpets are ideal for band students and
have been certified by several school
band teachers. This is the Baader Music
Bb Advanced trumpet and is made of fine quality brass, with chrome
plating, giving it a highly polished silver finish. Also available in

brass finish! It comes complete with a *REAL SILVER* plated 7C
mouthpiece and a beautiful & expensive hard case unlike cheap
hard cases which come with most other trumpets. It has two spit
valves. A real silver plated mouthpiece itself would cost $50 if
not more in retail stores! This trumpet has been hand built to
the highest standard, using the finest quality components and
materials. Special attention has been given to the main tuning
slide assembly, which gives an uninterrupted airflow from the
mouthpiece to the valve section. This gives the instrument an easier
blow with a greater projection without the extra effort. The weight,
balance and comfort of the instrument have also been given extra
attention, so that when you pick it up, it feels right. Baader Music
trumpets are ideal for band students and have been certified by
several school band teachers. $199
This elegant, beautiful Slide Trombone
comes complete with mouthpiece and
hard case. It is made of fine quality
brass with chrome plating giving it a
highly polished silver look. $245

This elegant, beautiful 3 Valve Tenor
Trombone comes complete with
mouthpiece and hard case. It is made
of fine quality brass with chrome
plating giving it a highly polished silver
look. The trombone has one water key.
$255

This is the Baader Music 4 Valve Bb
Piccolo trumpet and is made of fine
quality brass, with chrome plating,
giving it a highly polished silver finish.
This trumpet is in Bb but you can slide
the wind pipe out to change to key
of A. In the piccolo trumpet, the first
three valves serve the same purpose as
the three valves of a standard mezzo-

soprano trumpet. The fourth valve lowers the pitch a perfect fourth,
so it is roughly equivalent to the combination of the first and third
valves. (It is usually not exactly equivalent because generally the
combination of first and third valves is sharp, whereas the player
tunes the fourth valve to give an in-tune perfect fourth.) Contrary
to popular belief, playing a piccolo trumpet does not automatically
extend the performer’s high range. It does, however, reduce
the number of possible notes that can be played with any given
fingering, thus potentially transforming blatantly wrong high notes
into merely cracked or out-of-tune notes. This in itself would not
account for the instrument’s popularity. Rather, the piccolo trumpet
is valued for the tone it produces, which is a result of its shorter
tubing, smaller bell, proportionally narrower tubing, and the
somewhat shallower mouthpiece cup and different mouthpiece
backbore often employed by its players. $245
This is the Baader Music 3 Valve Eb
Mellophone (Also called the Tenor Cor
or Eb Alto) and is made of fine quality
brass, with chrome plating, giving
it a highly polished silver finish. It
comes with an extra replaceable slide
which changes it to the F note. This
Mellophone has a 10” diameter bell.
Conventional French horns have rotary
valves, this hard-to-find Mellophone
comes with piston valves (Périnet
system) that makes it much easier to
march with and also easier to play for
someone who has been using piston
valves. The sound is exactly the same
as an advanced level French horn except that the newly designed
piston arrangement makes it much easier to learn!! $260
This is the Baader Music Bb Flugelhorn
and is made of fine quality brass, with
chrome plating, giving it a highly
polished silver finish. This is a great
instrument to add to your collection! A
must for music lovers! $285

This is the ORIGINAL Baader Music 24K
REAL GOLD PLATED 7C mouthpiece.
This trumpet mouthpiece is made
of fine quality brass, with 24k gold
plating. It comes with a complimentary
imitation leather soft pouch to carry and store it. An all gold
plated mouthpiece is known to be far superior than a “gold rim
mouthpiece”. Gold is known to feel warmer and warms up quicker.
An ideal mouthpiece to have with any trumpet you use! $65
Specifications:
1) Size: 39” acoustic
2) Neck: Birch
3) Bridge: hard wood
4) Strings: steel
5) Top board: Linden plywood
6) Side and back: Linden plywood
Inner packing: color box
Outer packing: double corrugated paper
Price: $149
This StratTM Style guitar features 3 single-coil
pickups. It has a 5-position pickup selector
switch. The neck and body are maple. It
has one volume knob and two tone knobs.
It is available with a Rosewood or Maple
fretboard. A soft carrying case is included.
Available in Black, Silver, and Blue. $149
This StratTM Style guitar features 3 single-coil
pickups. It has a 5-position pickup selector
switch. The neck and body are maple. It
has one volume knob and two tone knobs.
It is available with a Rosewood or Maple
fretboard. A soft carrying case is included.
Available in Black, Silver, and Blue. $149

This StratTM Style guitar features 3 single-coil
pickups. It has a 5-position pickup selector
switch. The neck and body are maple. It
has one volume knob and two tone knobs.
It is available with a Rosewood or Maple
fretboard. A soft carrying case is included.
Available in Black, Silver, and Blue. $149
Carton dimensions: 105 x 25 x 60cm
Price: $149

FINE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS FROM
AROUND THE WORLD.

This StratTM Style guitar features 3 single-coil
pickups. It has a 5-position pickup selector
switch. The neck and body are maple. It
has one volume knob and two tone knobs.
It is available with a Rosewood or Maple
fretboard. A soft carrying case is included.
Available in Black, Silver, and Blue. $149

BC-099 Bb Clarinet, Hard Rubber Body,
German Style, Premier Model
Price: $149

BF-212 C Flute,Yamaha Style, with
Split E Mechanism, Made in China
Price: $149

More instruments will be added to our line soon.

Baader Music is synonymous with
quality. Crafted from the finest
materials, Baader Music instruments
rival the largest name-Brands.

Chicago, Illinois U.S.A
Phone: (708) 709-0457
Website: baadermusic.freewebspace.com
Email: bobbaader@yahoo.com

